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Spatiotemporal laser perturbation of competing ionization waves in a neon glow discharge

K.-D. Weltmann,* M. E. Koepke, and C. A. Selcher†

Department of Physics, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506-6315
~Received 28 July 1999; revised manuscript received 15 May 2000!

The experimental verification of spatiotemporal periodic pulling, a specific but universal phenomenon as-
sociated with driven, nonlinear, spatiotemporal systems, is reported as part of a study characterizing the ability
of dc and chopped laser light to induce periodic pulling in ionization waves propagating in a neon glow-
discharge plasma. The degree to which a single-mode laser beam at a metastable transition of 6401 Å
(1s5-2p9) influences the discharge is found to depend on the location and magnitude of the perturbation. Cases
of ac ~chopping the light! and dc perturbation are presented. In a range of chopping frequencies above and
below the ionization wave’s undriven frequency, the wave can become synchronized to the perturbation. This
entrainment range is shown to depend on the frequency difference between the wave and the perturbation, as
well as on the perturbation distance from the cathode. Hysteresis is found in the value of the perturbation
frequency associated with transitions into and out of entrainment. Outside of entrainment, periodic pulling of
a self-excited, propagating, ionization wave by the laser perturbation is observed. This is a case of frequency
pulling, or temporal periodic pulling. Inside of entrainment, the chopped laser light controls the frequency and
amplitude of the mode. By properly adjusting the frequency and amplitude of one mode with respect to a
second mode, periodic pulling of one ionization wave by the mode-locked, propagating, original ionization
wave is demonstrated. This is a case of spatiotemporal pulling, involving both wavelength pulling and fre-
quency pulling. Under proper conditions, competition between temporal and spatiotemporal periodic pulling
results in a modulation in the dynamics of the system, a process referred to as dynamics modulation.

PACS number~s!: 52.35.2g
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic behavior of a glow discharge is determin
by all regions of the discharge, such as the Aston dark sp
cathode dark space, cathode layers, Faraday dark space,
tive column, anode dark space, and anode glow@1#. The
neon glow discharge can be operated as a multimode o
lator since the positive column can support waves, mani
as individual oscillatory modes, that propagate along
tube. These waves, also referred to as moving striations,
be excited spontaneously or by an externally applied per
bation, depending on the system’s important paramet
such as pressure, boundaries, discharge voltage, and
charge current@2,3#. For a given set of ambient paramet
values, a particular oscillatory mode dominates. By inc
menting the ambient parameter values, modes that diffe
the integer number of axial wavelengths can be excited
sequence. For certain parameters, two different modes,
dominant and the other subdominant, may coexist, each
a specific frequency and wavelength determined by
plasma conditions near the cathode. These plasma condi
are strongly influenced by the gas pressure, tube bounda
and external circuit, which are kept fixed here, as well as
discharge current, which is adjusted to different values
these experiments.

*Permanent address: ABB Corporate Research Ltd., CH-5
Baden-Da¨ttwil, Switzerland.

†Now at Code 5551, Naval Research Laboratory, Washing
DC 20375.
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The effect of the waves at the anode feeds back to
cathode via the external circuit and is responsible for p
cesses involved in the natural selection of one domin
mode@2,4#. The amplitude of a wave excited by a period
cally varying perturbation of one of the important contr
parameters is found to maximize at a perturbation freque
approximately equal to one of the spontaneously excita
mode frequencies, with submaxima when the frequency
the perturbation, or driving force, is a harmonic or subh
monic of the mode frequency@5,6#.

The relative mode amplitude is determined by mode co
petition and exhibits hysterisis as the discharge curren
incremented upward and downward@2,7,8# ~cf. Fig. 3!. As
the discharge current is incremented and a mode transitio
induced, it becomes energetically favorable for the origi
subdominant mode to become dominant. During the ins
that the dominant mode switches from one frequency to
other, the growing subdominant mode is large enough
strongly interact with the original dominant mode. Witho
additional control of the individual mode frequency and a
plitude, the deviation of mode frequency from its ambie
value during this transition, although reproducible, is unco
trollable, limited in extent (D f / f ,25%), and very brief
(Dt,20 ms). Laser light can induce mode transitions
well, but it also can provide mode-frequency control f
mode-transition investigations when the beam is periodic
chopped at frequencies comparable to the mode’s undr
frequency. The nonlinear interaction known as periodic pu
ing @9–11#, which occurs during mode transitions@8#, is in-
vestigated using the advantages of chopped-laser-beam
trol of the interaction. In this paper, we perform a systema
characterization of the ability of dc and chopped laser lig

5,

n,
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to induce periodic pulling in ionization waves. A prelimina
report was presented earlier@12#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Investigations were carried out using a conventional gl
discharge tube@7,13# ~lengthL5750 mm, inner diameter 22
mm! with a hollow cathode and a plane anode, filled w
neon gas at pressureP5170 Pa. Figure 1 is a diagram of th
experimental configuration. Tube-radius/pressure/discha
current parameter space can be divided into striation-
~homogeneous! and spontaneous-striation regions. The lat
region can be further divided into specific classes of spo
neous striations@14#. The self-excited ionization waves in
vestigated here are thep striations.

The discharge is operated with load resistorRL5100 kV
at a discharge currentI D52 – 20 mA. To study driven-
oscillator behavior, the discharge can be externally mo
lated at a frequencyf D by an ac-coupled, sinusoidal comp
nent of the discharge voltage@7,8,15–17#; however, in this
paper, we instead use the chopped, neon-resonant light b
from a tunable, narrowband dye laser as the external driv
force. The 2-mm-diam laser beam~center wavelength o
6401 Å, 4 nm filter! can be positioned anywhere along t
tube. The ionization waves are measured by means of l
flux fluctuationsF(t), the time series of which are recorde
with digitizers. Theinstantaneous frequency, used to tempo-
rally resolve the frequency modulation in the system
sponse, is determined from the time series by inverting
period between pairs of zero crossings spaced an oscilla
period apart@11#.

Light flux from the discharge, which indicates some im
portant properties of the glow discharge, has been use
determine information related to elementary processes s
as collision rates@18#. Important to our experiments is th
variation in the light flux with position along the tube eve
when no striations are present. Figure 2 shows axial pro
of the time-integrated intensity from the most intense ne
emission line and absorption line~6401 Å! for three values
of discharge current for homogeneous conditions in
p-striation regime. For this plot, mode transitions are s
pressed by using a current source instead of the vol
source to sustain the discharge@16#. Apparent in each profile
is an increase of the light from approximately zero intens
in the cathode region (0,z,5 cm), to a large intensity

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement.
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which is approximately uniform along the plasma column
the saturation region. The level and length of this region
different for each profile. An amplification region connec
the cathode and saturation regions. Dips in the profile, ab
20% deep and 2 mm in axial extent, correspond to the lo
tions of three thin~10-mm diameter!, electrically floating,
tungsten wires~Langmuir probes! inserted radially into the
plasma to the cylindrical axis and are considered insign
cant to the results presented in this paper.

III. DISCRETE OSCILLATORY MODES
OF THE IONIZATION WAVES

Each mode corresponds to a well-defined number of u
form striation wavelengths in the system@8#. At a given
value of I D , one mode dominates over all the others. AsI D
is incremented toward the transition from one domina
mode to another adjacent in frequency, the prospective do
nant mode becomes apparent as a low-amplitude secon
mode that competes for the available free energy of the
tem. The transition occurs abruptly at a precisely reprod
ible value ofI D , after which there are new values of striatio
frequency and discharge current, as well as an absenc
secondary modes.

For values ofI D far from those associated with mod
transitions, the discharge current, for a fixed value of d
charge voltage, remains constant over a time period m
longer than it takes to perform a typical sequence of exp
ments. Also, within this range, adjustments in the discha
current can be made by proportional adjustments in the
charge voltage. However, as the value of discharge voltag
smoothly ramped to span the operational range of the
charge current, sudden jumps occur in the discharge cur
at the mode transitions and, consequently, the ramp in
discharge current is not as smooth as that in the disch
voltage. Figure 3 shows the various modes, each with a
tinct and narrow frequency range, that occur over a w
range of discharge current. The specific mode identified w
a particular discharge current depends on the history of
discharge@1,2,14#. At the terminating point of each step i
the stairlike plot in Fig. 3, a transition takes place to t
next-higher frequency or next-lower frequency mode t

FIG. 2. Intensity of neon line~center wavelength of 6401 Å, 20
nm filter! emission along plasma column. No laser perturbation
applied. The discharge current is 4.47 mA~triangles!, 5.47 mA
~stars!, and 7.47 mA~circles!.
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overlaps at that discharge current. The influence of the
resonant laser light on the ranges of frequency and cur
associated with each mode is seen in Fig. 3 to be more
ticeable for some modes than others. The inserts in Fig
show an expanded view of this influence for two modes.

IV. MODE TRANSITIONS ACCOMPANIED
BY A WAVE-WAVE INTERACTION

During the transition, the ratio of wave amplitudes rapid
passes from one extreme, through unity, to the other
treme. Correspondingly, the wave-wave interaction chan
from weak, to strong, and back to weak. The signatures

FIG. 4. Upward and downward transitions between two mo
as the discharge current is incremented upward and downward
spectively. Time series and instantaneous frequency for transit
~a! from mode No. 4 to mode No. 5 and~b! from mode No. 5 to
mode No. 4.

FIG. 3. Oscillatory modes of the neon glow discharge. T
mode associated with a specific value of discharge current dep
on the operating history of the device because of hysteresis.
effect of neon-resonant laser light is indicated: 0% intens
~circles!, 50% intensity~stars!, and 100% intensity~triangles!. Data
for two modes are expanded to better resolve this effect. Each m
is labeled by its undriven frequency in ascending order.
c
nt
o-
3
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spatiotemporal periodic pulling@8# are readily, but tran-
siently, observed when the wave-wave interaction is stro
Figure 4 shows the time series and instantaneous frequ
associated with the transition from the 1.5 kHz mode to
1.75 kHz mode. Notice that the amplitude modulation a
frequency modulation are synchronized and approxima
sinusoidal and that the modulation depth is largest at
transition point. As reported by Koepkeet al. @8,19#, it is the
growing secondary wave that drives the original domin
mode.

A transition between modes also can be induced by us
laser light to perturb the positive column, as indicated in F
3 by the sensitivity of the mode frequency to resonant la
light. However, the strength of the perturbation, at the ch
sen metastable transition, depends on the laser beam’s
location along the tube. Figure 5 shows various mode tr
sitions as the distance between the laser beam and the
ode is first increased and then decreased in the vicinity
transition point. Hysteresis in the location of the mode tra
sition is apparent. The transitions in Fig. 5~a! are between the
lowest-frequency mode and the striation-free regime. T
transitions in Figs. 5~b!–5~d! are between two modes adja
cent in frequency. In Figs. 6 and 7, the amplitude modulat
and frequency modulation are documented for these c
and evidence of wave-wave periodic pulling is apparent. N
tice that transitions induced by changing the laser beam
sition are similar to those induced by changing the discha
current.

V. CHOPPED, NEON-RESONANT, LASER LIGHT
PROVIDES PERIODIC FORCING

By chopping the laser beam, a temporal, spatially loc
ized perturbation drives the self-oscillating system. T

s
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FIG. 5. Mode transitions between pairs of modes as the posi
of the dc laser perturbation along the plasma column is increme
back and forth. The triangles and circles correspond to mov
away from and toward the cathode, respectively. The discharge
rent is ~a! 2.51 mA, ~b! 3.96 mA, ~c! 3.98 mA, and~d! 5.52 mA.
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chopping frequency is the driving frequency of this las
wave perturbation and the light intensity and the extent
which the light is resonant with metastable transitions
neon are related to the driving amplitude. For a sufficien
large driving amplitude, the system is synchronous with
driving force within a limited driving-frequency range o
either side of the self-oscillation, or undriven, mode fr
quency. This range inf D depends on light intensity, but als
on discharge current and the separation of the laser beam
the cathode, as shown in Fig. 8. The general size of
irregular shaped entrainment region in Fig. 8 maximizes

FIG. 6. Mode transitions between pairs of modes as the pos
of the dc laser perturbation along the plasma column is increme
back and forth. The discharge current is 4.5 mA. The distance f
the cathode and direction of movement associated with each
are ~a! 2.75 cm, increasing and~b! 2.60 cm, decreasing.

FIG. 7. Mode transitions between pairs of modes as the pos
of the dc laser perturbation along the plasma column is increme
back and forth. The discharge current is 5.2 mA. The distance f
the cathode and direction of movement associated with each
are ~a! 3.10 cm, increasing, and~b! 2.95 cm, decreasing.
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different discharge current for each mode. Within this ran
the oscillation amplitude of the system response is maxim
for f D' f 0 and falls off to a minimum for driving frequen
cies at the limits of the entrainment range. The entrainm
boundaries shown in Fig. 8 are obtained by first settingf D
5 f 0 and then carefully shiftingf D toward and across the
upper or lower boundary. Entrainment boundaries associ
with approachingf 0 from outsidethe entrainment range ar
substantially closer together.

When the driving frequency is outside of the entrainme
range, the temporal laser perturbation can periodically p
the system. When the driving frequency is within the entra
ment range, the laser can be used to control the freque
and thereby the wavelength, of the mode. When the
trained mode frequency and wavelength are shifted su
ciently close to those of the next-higher or next-lower mo
the two modes can interact via spatiotemporal, or wa
wave, periodic pulling. In this situation, two nonlinear inte
actions, the entrainment of one mode by the chopped la
light and the periodic pulling of one mode by the spatiote
poral perturbation of the other mode, are taking place sim
taneously. The periodic pulling interaction is similar to th
transient interaction described in the undriven cases of F
4–7, except that this one is not transient. Instead, the la
driving force stabilizes the mode competition by maintaini
the frequency separation between the perturbation and
mode and essentially sustaining the system partway betw
two of the stable limit cycles associated with the modes
the undriven system.

For example, spatiotemporal periodic pulling can be co
trolled by entraining a subdominant mode near its sponta
ous frequency with chopped laser light, but two points d
serve emphasizing. First, the chopped light significan
enhances the amplitude of~i.e., excites! the subdominant

n
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m
lot

n
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FIG. 8. Upper and lower entrainment boundaries in frequency
a function of position along the plasma column. The boundaries
obtained by first settingf D5 f 0 and then carefully shiftingf D to-
ward and across the upper or lower boundary. The discharge cu
is ~a! 4.5 mA and~b! 7.5 mA. The laser intensity is 100% for th
circles and 50% for the triangles.
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mode above its otherwise negligible value so that the s
tiotemporal driving-force perturbation associated with t
subdominant wave can be large enough to periodically
the dominant mode. Second, the amplitude of the entra
subdominant mode varies with chopping frequency acco
ing to the usual response curve. Along the response cu
the oscillation amplitude of the system response is maxim
in the center of the entrainment range and falls off to a m
mum at the boundaries.

VI. THE DYNAMICS PHASE DIAGRAM

The dynamical behavior of a driven system can be c
veniently analyzed using the dynamics phase diagram
periodically forced oscillations, an experimentally releva
version of which is shown in Fig. 9. Such a diagram c
denote quasiperiodic, entrained, and chaotic regions in
parameter space of driving amplitude versus driving f
quency. One can embellish the usual diagram with conto
of constanta to discriminate the various degrees of period
pulling and entrainment@20#, where the parametera[M ( f̃
21), M is one-half the ratio of the driving-force amplitud
to the undriven-mode amplitude andf̃ is the ratio of the
undriven-mode frequency to the driving-force frequen
The layout of these boundaries and contours depends on
undriven values of the mode’s amplitude and frequen
Usually, the specific nonlinearities of a system translate i
only quantitative adjustments to the shape of the conto
The most straightforward system to interpret such a diag
is one with a single possible oscillatory mode, i.e., one sta
limit cycle. In this case, only changes in driving amplitu
and frequency, which are easily represented on the diag
affect the dynamical behavior. For a multimode oscillat
using units of normalized driving amplitudeM for the
driving-amplitude axis clarifies the representation of cert
driven-oscillator phenomena.

FIG. 9. Dynamics phase diagram for a multimode oscillat
The normalized vertical scale is in arbitrary units ofM. The hori-
zontal scale and the specific points are relevant to the neon g
discharge experiments reported here. The region above
v-shaped boundaries corresponds to entrainment for the mode
tified by its undriven frequency, labeled~based on Fig. 3, using a
subscript! where the v-shape contacts the horizontal axis. The o
triangle, filled inverted-triangle, open and filled circles, open a
filled squares, and filled diamond correspond to Figs. 10, 11, 12
and 14, respectively.
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Temporal periodic pulling, here associated with inco
plete laser-wave entrainment (a,1), corresponds to a
smaller driving amplitude than its spatiotemporal count
part, here associated with incomplete wave-wave entr
ment (a,1). The latter case involves laser-wave entra
ment (a>1) as outlined in the middle of the previou
section. Figure 9 depicts a simplified dynamics phase d
gram that is useful in conceptualizing the differences
tween the temporal and spatiotemporal cases. Although
values along the frequency axis can be used to convenie
identify a specific case of driving frequency, only the ba
features of the entrainment regions are depicted. The cas
temporal periodic pulling is indicated by the open triangle,
small driving amplitude, and the case of spatiotemporal
riodic pulling is indicated by the filled inverted triangle, a
large driving amplitude in Fig. 9. Experimental realizatio
corresponding to the open triangle and filled inverted trian
are presented in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the chopped, neon-resonant light tem
rally pulling the 1.5 kHz mode. Figure 11 shows the 1.
kHz mode spatiotemporally pulling the 1.5 kHz mode. T
asymmetric spectrum and synchronized modulation of
amplitude and frequency, all inherent in periodic pulling, a
obvious in both figures. The amplitude of the frequen
modulation is also an important characteristic, to be d
cussed later. The small~large! separation between spectr
features in Figs. 10~a! and 11~a! is related to the narrow
~wide! entrainment range associated with such a small~large!
driving-force amplitude. The long~short! period in the fre-
quency and amplitude modulation in Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!
and 11~b! and 11~c! is related to the pulling-interruption pe
riodicity which is determined by the long~short! time re-
quired for the system response to become sufficiently ou
phase with the driving force, which, in turn, is related to t
frequency difference between them.

Stabilizing the otherwise transient wave-wave perio
pulling process with the laser perturbation requires that

.
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d
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FIG. 10. Signatures of temporal laser-wave interaction (f D

51519 Hz). Here the discharge current is 7.51 mA.~a! Spectra and
~b! instantaneous frequency.
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of the modes is entrained by the laser. Naturally, leaving
entrainment region will have consequences on this proc
As discussed, the boundary can be crossed by changin~1!
the driving-force frequency, for example by changing t
chopping frequency,~2! the mode’s undriven frequency, fo
example by changing the plasma conditions that influe
the spontaneous mode’s frequency~e.g., the discharge cur
rent!, or ~3! the effective driving-force amplitude, for ex
ample by changing the laser intensity, the laser frequency
the distance between the laser beam and the cathode.

It is also possible to cross the entrainment boundary
changing the amplitude of the mode being driven. An
crease~decrease! in the value ofM can result in a transition
into ~out of! entrainment. A difference between period
pulling a dominant mode and a subdominant mode is that
former is associated with a much larger undriven-mode a
plitude, and consequently a smaller value ofM. Therefore, a
transition that changes a driven oscillatory mode from s
dominant to dominant can suddenly decrease the effec
driving-force amplitude even if the actual perturbation dr
ing the mode experiences no change at all.

When interpreting the dynamical behavior of a driv
multimode oscillator, the driving-amplitude axis of the d
namics phase diagram can be normalized to the mode am
tude, i.e., so that it is labeled in terms ofM as an alternative
to considering entrainment-range boundaries that are m
amplitude dependent. In this way, each combination of d
ing and mode amplitudes has associated with it an effec
value ofM that corresponds to a point on an invariant patt
of entrainment boundaries. In this context, an increase
driven mode’s amplitude is translated into a decrease in
normalized driving-force amplitude at the driving frequenc

VII. DYNAMICS MODULATION

Under the proper conditions, an incomplete mode tran
tion can take place that is accompanied by an incomp

FIG. 11. Signatures of spatiotemporal wave-wave interac
( f D51681 Hz). Here the discharge current is 7.51 mA.~a! Spectra
and ~b! instantaneous frequency.
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transition between temporal and spatiotemporal dynam
The word incomplete is used to describe a transition t
once it occurs, reverses, and then repeats periodically.
sense, this incomplete transition in the dynamics could
called periodic dynamics pulling, just as periodic frequen
~or wavelength! pulling refers to an incomplete transition t
entrainment. However, the more general term dynam
modulation, analogous to amplitude and frequency modu
tion, is more appropriate because the dynamical states
flop, corresponding to square-wave modulation, wher
pulling implies relaxation-oscillator behavior, more like
saw-tooth modulation. The label bistability is inadequate
describing this phenomenon.

In Figs. 10 and 11, we presented the primary signature
temporal periodic pulling and of spatiotemporal period
pulling, respectively. Aspects of both cases are combine
the signatures of dynamics modulation. To demonstrate
dynamics modulation accompanying the incomplete tran
tion between the 1.5 and 1.75 kHz modes, we present F
12 and 13, which illustrate cases wherein the wave-w
pulling of the 1.5 kHz mode by the chopped-light-drive
1.75 kHz mode, with one time scale, is periodically inte
rupted by a mode transition from 1.5 to 1.75 kHz, with
second time scale, and the reverse transition back to 1.5 k
on a third time scale. The laser’s influence makes co
sponding transitions between temporal entrainment and t
poral pulling of the 1.75 kHz mode. The time scales asso
ated with the wave-wave interaction and with the modulat
between the wave-wave and laser-wave interactions co
spond to distinct features in the plot of the instantane
frequency and in the spectrum.

In Fig. 12 the degree of periodic pulling is large enou
that the upper limit, as well as the overall amplitude, of t
frequency modulation inherent in the process increa
slightly with time. After 105 ms into each beat period, th
instantaneous frequency of the lower mode~i.e., the 1.5 kHz

n FIG. 12. Signatures of spatiotemporal wave-wave interact
( f D51684 Hz) with periodic mode transitions to the next-high
mode. Here the discharge current is 7.51 mA.~a! Spectra and~b!
instantaneous frequency.
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mode! becomes close enough to the frequency of the up
mode~i.e., the 1.75 kHz mode! to trigger an upward mode
transition, whereupon the 1.75 kHz mode significantly
creases its amplitude. The switch in the identity of the do
nant mode is apparent in Fig. 12 by the new frequency ab
which the frequency modulation takes place. Wave-wave
riodic pulling is evident even after the mode transition sin
it takes a fraction of a second for the mode that was forme
dominant to die out@8#.

Upon this upward mode transition,M suddenly decrease
and the interaction strength associated with the laser and
1.75 kHz mode that it is driving decreases sufficiently
interrupt the chopped light’s ability to entrain the 1.75 kH
mode. The 1.75 kHz mode immediately assumes its nat
frequency. However, with no entrainment, the 1.75 k
mode is not a very stable limit cycle. Although the las
cannot temporally entrain the dominant mode at 1.75 k
the influence of the laser’s temporal pulling of the 1.75 k
mode is strong enough to interrupt the consummation of
upward mode transition before the 1.5 kHz mode dec
completely. At this interruption, the system jumps ba
down in frequency, in a reversal of the upward mode tran
tion, and the process repeats itself.

This temporal periodic pulling process referred to in t
previous paragraph is slightly different than the usual c
since the relative phase difference between driving force
mode evolves in reverse, i.e., it begins the evolution near
out-of-phase point and ends the evolution near the in-ph
point, according to the following explanation. Phase mo
lation is inherent in the periodic pulling process and dur
the wave-wave pulling, the two waves begin each beat
riod in phase with each other and proceed to become m
out of phase. The upward mode transition takes place w
the 1.75 kHz mode, and the chopped light to which it
synchronized, is sufficiently out of phase with the 1.5 k
mode. This means the chopped light is initially out of pha

FIG. 13. Signatures of spatiotemporal wave-wave interac
( f D51688 Hz) with more-frequent, periodic mode transitions to
next-higher mode. Here the discharge current is 7.51 mA.~a! Spec-
tra and~b! instantaneous frequency.
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with the newly dominant 1.75 kHz. As the temporal period
pulling evolves, the phase modulation serves to put back
phase the chopped light and the 1.75 kHz mode. When
chopped light and the 1.75 kHz mode are sufficiently
phase, at which point the laser couples better to the 1.75
mode, the reverse mode transition is induced. This ends
beat period and the system begins the next beat period
actly where it began the previous one, i.e., with the 1.5 a
1.75 kHz modes in phase and involved in spatiotempo
periodic pulling.

In Fig. 13, the spatiotemporal periodic pulling betwe
the dominant 1.5 kHz mode and the subdominant 1.75 k
mode is stronger than in Fig. 12 due to the increase of
1.75 kHz mode’s amplitude as the chopping frequency
comes closer to the natural mode frequency, according to
usual response curve. The larger driving amplitude and
more rapid increase in the upper limit of the frequen
modulation trigger the mode transition slightly earlier in t
beat period. The reverse mode transition, on the other h
requires slightly more time to trigger because, due to
smaller frequency difference between the chopped light
the 1.75 kHz mode it pulls, the phase modulation is slow
and therefore it takes longer to put back into phase
chopped light and the 1.75 kHz mode.

Recall from the discussion at the beginning and end
Sec. V that the driving-frequency dependence of the s
dominant mode’s amplitude is sensitive enough so that as
chopping frequency shifts the subdominant mode towar
neighbor mode’s frequency~and away from the subdominan
mode’s undriven frequency!, it can result in a decrease in th
degree of periodic pulling. Ordinarily, such a decrease in
frequency difference between the driving force and the s
tem response corresponds to an increase in the degre
periodic pulling, but in the case of the driving force being
entrained mode, the driving amplitude can decrease bey
the amount to compensate for the increase. This counte
tuitive effect is most apparent near the limits of the las
wave entrainment range where the change inM is largest and
the change in (f̃ 21) is smallest.

A comparison between the beat periods shown in F
12~b! and 13~b! reveals that the period of the spatiotempo
segment of the beat period is more sensitive than the pe
of the temporal segment of the beat period to the adjustm
of the chopping frequency. This results in the decrease in
overall beat period and in the increase in the spacing of
spectral fine structure as the chopping frequency is increa
The influence of the beat period associated with the inco
plete mode transition on the spectral fine structure can
easily seen in Figs. 11~a!, 12~a!, and 13~a! as the chopping
frequency is increased. A comparison between the temp
periodic pulling in Figs. 10~b!, 12~b!, and 13~b! suggests that
the amplitudes of phase modulation associated with the t
poral beat-period segments in Figs. 12~b! and 13~b! are com-
parable to the 180° phase modulation known to be associ
with the conventional temporal pulling case of Fig. 10.

In Fig. 14 the 1.75 kHz mode amplitude is large enou
and the frequency difference between the chopping
quency and the 1.75 kHz mode is small enough that
mode transition takes place even faster and the reversa
quires even longer. Most important, however, is the f
quency difference between the chopping frequency and
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1.75 kHz mode is small enough for the chopping frequen
to be within the entrainment region of both the initially su
dominant 1.75 kHz mode and the newly dominant 1.75 k
mode. This results in a complete, as opposed to an inc
plete, mode transition and no modulation of the dynam
Shortly after the application of the driving force, the mo
transition takes place, the 1.5 kHz mode completely dam
out, and the 1.75 kHz mode stays temporally entrained
the chopping frequency~1.698 kHz! as it was before and
throughout the transition. The wave-wave periodic pulli
acting before the transition is as transient as that in the
driven cases of Figs. 4–7.

VIII. DISCUSSION

We can refer to Fig. 9 to understand the interpretation
Figs. 10–14 using the dynamics phase diagram for a m
mode oscillator. Recall that the normalized vertical scale
in arbitrary units ofM. Each mode has associated with it
entrainment region which has v-shaped boundaries an
identified by the mode’s undriven frequency, labeled usin
subscript in ascending order based on Fig. 3. The filled
angle, circle, and square are associated with the case o
ionization-wave mode driving, and spatiotemporally pullin
a second mode. The open symbols are associated with
case of chopped light driving, and temporally pulling, t
dominant ionization-wave mode. Note that the relative va
of M is large, medium, and small for cases identified with
filled symbols, the open circle and square, and the open
angle, respectively. Figure 10 involves the open trian
case, Fig. 11 involves the fined inverted-triangle case,
Fig. 14 involves the diamond case. Figure 12~circles! and
Fig. 13 ~squares! involve periodic transitions between th
open and filled symbols.

A discussion of invalid interpretations of Figs. 12 and
is warranted. First, we address the possibility that
chopped light entrains the 1.5 kHz mode, and therefore s

FIG. 14. Signatures of entrainment (f D51698 Hz) at the next-
higher mode. Here the discharge current is 7.51 mA.~a! Spectra and
~b! instantaneous frequency.
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ing f D upward shifts the 1.5 kHz mode closer to the 1.
kHz mode, first initiating and then enhancing the second
riodic pulling process. This cannot be true because the ch
ping frequency is higher than any of the values of instan
neous frequency associated with the 1.5 kHz mod
frequency modulation, shown in Figs. 10~b!, 11~b!, 12~b!,
and 13~b!. Thus the possibility is eliminated that the 1.5 kH
mode is entrained by the chopped light. Second, we add
the possibility that the temporal entrainment of the 1.75 k
mode by the chopped light is never interrupted and there
the incomplete mode transition involves the 1.5 kHz mo
periodically jumping to the frequency of the entrained 1.
kHz mode. This cannot be true because there would be
motivation for the newly dominant 1.75 kHz mode~en-
trained at 1.698 kHz! to reverse the mode transition sinc
entrainment would stabilize that limit cycle. Third, we a
dress the possibility that the undriven frequency of the hig
mode is below 1.698 kHz~perhaps 1.694 kHz, or even 1.6
kHz! instead of above it~i.e., 1.75 kHz!, and therefore the
newly dominant mode experiences temporal periodic pull
by a driving force with a higher frequency. This cannot
true because there would be no motivation for the reversa
the mode transition, and in the case of the undriven f
quency being below 1.681 kHz, there is no way that
degree of spatiotemporal periodic pulling could increase
the frequency difference between the higher and low
modes increases if the driving-force amplitude decreases~ac-
cording to the response curve associated with the temp
entrainment of the higher mode by the chopped light!.

Although some authors have reported quasiperiodic
havior in nonplasma systems, there are no reports of peri
pulling outside the subject of plasma physics. Howev
there are numerous examples of mode locking in nonpla
systems@21#. Temporal mode locking can occur when
damped pendulum is driven periodically, away from its na
ral frequency. An example of spatial mode locking is fou
in charge-density-wave systems, where the spatial perio
ity of the charge density wave need not be the same as th
the lattice. A second example occurs in convection of ne
atic liquid crystals, where the periodicity of the rolls com
petes with the wavelength of an applied electric field. For
proper conditions, it is expected that these nonplasma
tems would exhibit temporal and spatial periodic pulling
well.

Multiple dynamical processes within a single class or in
variety of classes are possible in a single system. For
ample, absolute and convective instabilities, se
organization, driven-oscillator behavior, and chaos can oc
separately in the same system in plasma physics@22#, auto-
catalytic chemical reactions@23#, population dynamics@24#,
etc. Although one dynamical process typically will domina
for a specific set of system conditions, two or more proces
may occur simultaneously and, in some cases, can
coupled. For example, the temporal variation of one of
system’s control parameters can couple to a temporal or
tiotemporal process. Such coupling has been exploited to
crease the yield and selectivity of catalytic@25# and bio-
chemical reactions@26#. In this paper is described th
coupling between temporal and spatiotemporal modificati
to the metastable population in a neon glow discharge.

In summary, we have investigated the influence of
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chopped and unchopped, single mode laser beam at a m
stable transition of 6401 Å (1s5-2p9) on a neon glow dis-
charge. The degree to which the resonant light influences
discharge is found to depend on the distance of the pertu
tion from the cathode, as well as the light intensity. T
influence of perturbations using other metastable transit
was weaker. The dc light is responsible for mode transiti
in the spontaneous oscillations of the neon glow discha
The chopped light is used to systematically control s
tiotemporal perturbations applied to the spontaneous osc
tions. The cases of temporal and spatiotemporal perio
pulling are identified by the relative strengths of the inter
tions. The first observation of dynamics modulation is do
mented and the phenomenon is described as the modul
between spatiotemporal and temporal processes invol
a-
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the crossing and recrossing of the entrainment bound
caused by a mode transition that periodically reverses.
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